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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper presents an optimization problem involving a system governed by a non- 
linear partial differential equation with control acting on the domain, in the boundary conditions, or 
in the initial condition. We describe the Galerkin approximation and prove its convergence to the 
solutions of the initial optimization problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with some questions, which arise when optimal control problems 
for nonlinear parabolic equations with quadratic ost function are treated by the Galerkin method. 
Our investigation i cludes existence of solution to the nonlinear parabolic initial/boundary value 
problem and the optimal control problem. We also describe the semidiscrete Galerkin approxi- 
mation and furnish a convergence analysis. 
The main results of our paper are two theorems proving the convergence of optimal values for 
approximated control problems to those of the original problem. 
For a system governed by linear parabolic equation with nonlinear boundary condition some 
results were published by Barbu [1], Fattorini [2], Lasiecka [3], TrSltzsch [4], Winther [5], and 
others. Nonlinear parabolic equations appear in the papers of Seidman [6] and Tiba [7]. The 
recent results for the nonlinear parabolic system are collected by Neittaanm~iki and Tiba [8]. 
We shall consider the following nonlinear evolution problem: 
dy 
d--~ + Ay - / (y )  = gl + alBlUl, on Q, 
Oy 
O~}A ----- g2 + a2B2u2, on ~, 
y(O) = g3 + a3B3u3, on ft, 
(1.1) 
where ~ C R n is a sufficiently regular set [9] with boundary F, S = (0, T) for 0 < T < oo, 
Z=SxF ,  Q=Sxf l .  
The equations in this form appear in the models of the diffusion of gases in a porous medium [8]. 
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We shall consider the Sobolev spaces: V = HI(~),  H = L2(N), Y = L2(S; V), and Y* = 
L2(8; V*), where V*, Y* are the duals of V and Y. 
We assume that: 
(i) Operator A : Y -* Y* is defined as follows: Ay = -)-~,j=l 0 a x a ~-~7( O( )~)  + ao(x)y and 
a0, a O E L°°(~) for i , j  = 1,2 , . . . ,n .  
n n 
i , j= l  ~.=1 
V~, ~j E R and a0(x) _> a a.a. x E l~ for a certain c~ > 0. 
~/A is a vector normal to F, directed outside ~ suitably related to A [9]. 
(ii) Operator Jr : Y -* Y* is the Volterra operator, Jr(0) - 0 and [Ijr(Yl)- Jr(Y2)l[ < fillY1 -Y2[[, 
V yl, y2 E Y and for a certain f~ > 0, where/? < a. jr is said to be the Volterra operator 
iff yl(s) = y2(s) for a.a. s e [0,t], t • S implies Jr(yl)(s) = Jr(y2)(s) for a.a. s • [0,t] 
(see [10]). 
(iii) U1, U2, U3 are real reflexive Banach spaces and the operators Bz : U1 --* L=(Q), B2 : U2 --* 
L2(S; H-1/2(F)), B3 : Ua ---+ H are linear bounded operators. 
(iv) gl e L2(Q), g2 e L2(S; H-z/U(F)), gs • H, a l ,a2,as  e R. 
(v) Operator f is semicontinuous on Y with the norm induced from L2(Q); Jr is called semi- 
continuous iff (Yn) c Y and I]Y,~ - YIIL2(Q) -* 0 as n --* oo implies Jr(Yn) ~ jr(Y) weakly 
in Y* as n --~ oo [10,11]. 
A better form for (1.1) is as follows: 
dy(t) 
dt ' / + ((Ay)(t), z} - ((jr(y))(t), z> = (gl(t) + al(BlUl)(t), z>, 
(~ ,Z l r}=(g2( t )+a2(B2u, ) ( t ) , z l r} ,  VzE  V, 
y(O) = g3 + aaB3u3, 
Vz~ V, 
(1.2) 
where (., .} denotes the duality relation between appropriate spaces. 
Using the Green theorem in (1.27, we obtain 
I dy(t) \ 
-~ ,  z /+  a(y(t), z) - ( ( f  (y) )(t), z) = (L(t), z), 
y(O) = ga + aaBsua, 
VzE V, 
(1.3) 
where 
and 
n,~j =l ~ [ Ov Oz + ao(x)vz] dx (1.4) 
..= a°(X) Ox~ Oxa 
a(,,z) = 
(L(t), z} = (gt(t) + a(BlUl)(t), z} + (92(t) + a2(B2u2)(t), z[r}. (1.5) 
From the Lax-Milgram Lemma [9] and (1.4), it follows that there exists the unique operator 
-4 E £(Y; Y*) such that 
a(yl(t),y2.(t))dt = -~.yl,y2 , ¥yl,y2 S Y. 
Now we can rewrite the equation (1.3) in the operator form 
dy 
d--t + ~y - f(y) = L, (1.6) 
y(0) = gz + asBsu3. 
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THEOREM 1.1. I f  the assumptions (i)-( iv) are satisfied then there exists a unique y E W = {w I 
w E Y ,w'  E Y*} (with a norm [[w[[w = [[wHy + liT'[Iv,) which is the solution of  the problem (1.1). 
Moreover, operator F : U = U1 x U2 x U3 -* W (y = F(u)  = F(u l ,u2 ,us )  is the solution (1.1) 
for u)  is a Lipschitz map. 
PROOF. Let Yl, Y2 E Y. From (i),(ii) we have: ((.4 - f )Y l  - (2  - f)Y2, Yl - Y2) = (,4(yl -" Y2), 
yl - Y2) - ( f (Y l )  - f (Y2) ,Y l  - Y2) ~_ (a -/~)l]yl - y2ll 2. Then the operator .4 - f is strongly 
monotonic, and thus it is coercive [12]. Because it is semicontinuous, then the equation (1.1) has 
a unique solution y E W [10]. 
Now we can check that the operator F is a Lipschitz's map. Let us put in (1.3) z = y(t) 
2 I ly(t)l l2 +a(y( t ) 'y ( t ) )  - ( ( f (y ) ) ( t ) ,y ( t ) )  = (L(t) ,y(t) ) .  (1.7) 
By integration (1.7) over S the assumption (i), and the Schwarz's and H61der's inequalities we 
have 
1 
(IIy(T)I[ 2 -[ly(O)ll 2) + allyl[ 2 < [[f(y)l[" [lyl[ + [[LIIIlYI[ 2 
(11 • II denotes the norm in the respective spaces). 
From (ii),(iii) and inequality 2ab < (1/e)a 2+ eb 2 for e > 0 we have the following inequality 
(~ - ~)llyll 2 < C~ (llg~ll 2 + IIg2112 + IIg3112 + [lulll 2 -I- Ilu2112 + Ilu3112), for a certain C1 > 0. 
Finally, we obtain the estimation 
IlyllY ~ C2(llgll + Ilull), for a certain C2 > O, (1.8) 
where Ilgll = Ilglll + IIg211 + IIg311. Directly from (1.6) and (1.8), we obtain 
Ily'lly. <- C3(llgll + Ilull), for a certain C3 > 0. (1.9) 
From (1.8) and (1.9), we conclude that operator F is a Lipschitz map. | 
LEMMA 1.1. Let the assumptions ( i)-(v) be satisfied. I f  sequence un = (Uln, u2n, u3n) --" ~ = 
(Ul,U2,~3) weakly in U, then sequence Yn --~ Y weakly in W where Yn = y(un) and ~ = y(~) are 
the solutions of  (1.1) for u = u ,  and u = ~. Moreover Yn --* Y strongly in L2(Q). 
PROOF. From Theorem 1.1, we know that the equation 
yn(O) = g3 + a3B3u3n, 
VzE V, 
(1.10) 
where 
(L , (0 ,  z) = 01(0  + ~l(BlUln)(0, z) + 02(0  + ~2(B2u2,)(0, Zlr) 
has exactly one solution Yn E W, Vn E N. In (1.10), we set z = yn(t) and similarly in the proof 
of the Theorem 1.1, we obtain the estimation 
Ily.llw <- c4(llgll + Ilu~ll), for a certain C4 > O. 
From this inequality and the assumption there exists a subsequence, which we also denote (Y~)-eN, 
converging weakly to an element ~ in W and strongly in L2(Q) [13]. 
Now we can prove that ~ = y(~). 
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Multiplying the equation (1.10) by an arbitrary function ¢ E C 1[0, T] which satisfies ¢(T) --- 0, 
and integrating over S, we obtain 
~0 T < dd-~(tt),z> ¢(t) dt + foTa(yn(t),z)¢(t) dt - foT ((f(Yn))(t),z) ¢(t) dt 
= (L,(t),z)¢(t)dt, Vz e V, g¢ • CI[O,T]. 
Using integration-by-parts we have 
- (y.(t),  z)¢'(t) dt + a(y.(t),  z)¢(t) dt - (( f(y.))(t) ,  z)¢(t) dt 
(1.11) 
= (L . ( t ) ,z)¢(t)dt+ (g3 "4-aaBauan, z)~2(O), VZ • V. 
Passing on to the limit in (1.11), we obtain 
- (~(t), z) ¢'(t) dt + a(7(t), z)¢(t) dt - (( I  (~)) (t), z) ¢(t) at 
(1.12) 
-= <Z(t),z)¢(t)dt+g3+a3B3~3, z>¢(0) ,  VzsV,  VCeCI [0 ,T ] ,  
where 
(L(t), z) = (gl(t) + al(Bl~l)(t), z) + (g2(t) + a2(B2~2)Ct), Zlr ) . 
Because D(0, T) C C 1 [0, T], using the definition of the distribution derivative [9], we obtain 
~T < ~,Z> ¢(t) dt + foTa(~(t),z)O(t)dt + ~oT((f(~))(t),z) ¢(t)dt 
(1.13) /; = (-~(t),z)~(t)dt, ¥z  • V, V¢ • D(O,T). 
From (1.12) and (1.13), as ~ • W we can conclude that 
(~(0), z)¢(0) = (g3 + a3Ba~3, z)¢(0),  v z • v ,  v¢  • e 1[0, TI. (1.14) 
From (1.13) and (1.14), we find that the function ~ is the solution of the problem (1.1). 
prom the fact that there is only one solution of the problem (1.1), we deduce that not only the 
subsequence, but the whole sequence converges to ~ = y(~) in W and strongly in L2(Q). | 
2. OPT IMAL  CONTROL PROBLEMS 
Let there be given a space of controls U = U1 x U2 x U3, and an element Yd • L2(Q), where 
U1, U2, U3 are the real reflexive Banach spaces. 
The optimal control problem (P1) can be stated as follows: find a control u ° o 0 = (~1, u2, ~)  • u 
which minimizes the integral functional 
J (y ,u)  HY 2 2 = --yd[[La(Q) -{-TIHClUlHLa(Q) -{-T2[IC2U2H2L2(E) + TalIC3UzlI2L2(a) (2.1) 
T1, T2, T 3 ~__ O, and 3 ~-~iffil ~'i > 0, where Ci • £(Ui; L2(.)), i = 1, 2, 3; y = y(u) is a solution of (1.1) 
for u • U [6,8]. 
We put q)(u) = J(y(u), u). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let the assumptions (i)-(v) be satisfied. Then the optimal control problem (Vl ) 
has at /east  one solution u ° E U such that ¢(u °) = inf~eu ¢(u). 
PROOF. Let (Un)neN be a minimizing sequence for functional ~, i.e., ttn E U for n E N and 
limn-.oo (I)(un) = infueu ¢(u). Since J is radially unbounded (i.e., coercive), then (Un)neN is 
bounded in U. It follows that there exists a subsequence, which we also denote by (Un)neN, such 
that un --~ ~ weakly in U. Let Yn = y(un) be a solution of (1.1). From Lemma 1.1, the sequence 
y,  --- y weakly in W and (~,~) is the solution of (1.1). Because function (2.1) is weakly lower 
semicontinuous in L2(Q) x U then 
inf (I)(u) = lim (I)(un) = liminf J(yn, un) > J (y,~). 
uEU n- . -*(3o ~t--}(x3 - -  
From this J(~,~) = infueu (I)(u) = j(yO, u0), where y0 = y(u0). II 
We can consider the more general optimization problem. The optimal control problem (P2) 
can be stated as follows: find a control u ° E Uad (Uad is a closed, convex, nonempty subset 
of U) which minimizes the functional (2.1), where y = y(u) is a solution of (1.1) for u E Uad. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumption from Theorem 2.1, if Uaa is closed convex and a nonempty 
subset of U, then the optimal control problem (P2) has at least one solution u ° E Uad such that 
(I)(u °) = infueuaa ~(u). 
PROOF. The theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 2.1. II 
3. APPROXIMATION OF THE CONTROL PROBLEMS 
Consider a family {Vh}hea of finite-dimensional subspaces of V, which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
Vhl,h2 E G, (hi > h2 ~ Vhl c Vh2), U Vh = V, (3.1) 
hey 
where the set G C (0, 1] of parameters h has an accumulation point at 0 [12]. 
The approximation of space L2(S; V) is understood here as a family of spaces {L2(S; Vh)}heV. 
As an approximate solution of (1.1), we assume the function Yh E L2(S; Vh) which is the 
solution of the equation 
= (gl(t) + al(BlUl)(t), zh) + (g~(O + o:(B2u2)(t), zh), V~. ~ V. 
with the initial condition 
yh(O) = gab + a3~ah, 
where g3h is the orthogonal projection of g3 onto Vh with the norm from H, and fiah is the 
orthogonal projection of Bauak onto Vh with the norm from H. 
When we introduce the injection operator 
Ih : L2(S; Vh) ~ L2(S; V) and I f  : L2(S; V*) --* L 2 (S; V~), 
the equation (3.2) can be written in the following operator-differential form 
dyh + AhYh -- fh(Yh) = Lh, 
dt (3.3) 
yh(O) = g3h + a3~3h, 
where Ah ---- I~AIh, fh = I~.flh, and 
(Lh(t), Zh) = (gl(t), Zh) + U1 ( ( BlUl)(t), Zh) + (g2(t), Zhlr ) 
+a2 ((B2u2)(t),zhlr), VZh E Vh and a.e. t E S. 
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From the form of operators/th, fh, it follows that these operators have the same properties 
as~, f. 
From the assumptions (i)-(iv) it is obvious that problem (3.3) for each h • G has the unique 
solution Yh • L2(S; Vh). Moreover Yh • W. 
As an approximation of control space U we assume a family of finite-dimensional subspaces 
{Uk}keK, which satisfy the following conditions: 
V kl, k2 • K, (kl > k2 =~ Uk, C Uk2), U Uk = U, (3.4) 
kEK 
where the set K C (0, 1] of parameters k has an accumulation point at 0. 
We shall study the following optimization problem (Pl)h: find a control U°h which minimizes 
the cost functional 
¢(uk) J(Yhk, uk) IlYhk 2 = = - YdaHL2(Q) +  ' llC uxkll ,(Q)+ 
+ v2[iC2u2kl[22(~. ) + r3llCzu3kll2L=(r~) ' (3.5) 
where Yhk = #h(Uk) is a solution equation (3.3) for u = uk E Uk, Ydh is the orthogonal projection 
of Yd onto L2(S; Vh). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumption from Theorem 2.1, the optimal control problem (P1)h has 
at least one solution U°h E Uk such that ¢(u°h) = infuheu~ (I)(uk). 
PROOF. The theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 2.1, because quation (3.3) for 
each h E G has the unique solution Yhk -~ yh(Uk). | 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (Uk)keg be a sequence of elements in Uk and (Yhk)heG be a sequence of 
kEK 
solutions of (3.3) for u = ua. /f  the assumptions (i)-(v) are sat/stied, then the followillg conditions 
hold. 
(a) I f  uk k__.--~O  wea/dy in U, then Yhk h,~O y weakly in W and Yhk h,-~O y strongly in L2(Q) 
where ~ is the unique solution of (1.1) for u u 
(b) H Uk k--.o ~ strongly in U, then Yhk a,k--~o y strongly in L2(S; V) where y is the un/que 
solution of problem (1.1) for u u 
PROOF. The proof of part (b) follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. The proof of part (a) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1 because if u lk~-~l  weakly in U1, then gl q -a lB lu lk~o 
gl + alBl~l weakly in Y*, if u2kk-~o~2 weakly in [/2, then g2 + a2B2u2k ~-~og~. + 32B2~2 weakly 
in L2(S; H1/2(r)) and i f  U3kk-~0U 3 weakly in U3, then g3h q- O'3U3kh k~O 93 q- q3B3~3 weakly 
in H. | 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the assumptions of/,emma 3.1 be sat/stied. Then there exist weak conden- 
sation points of a set of solutions of the optimization problems (P1)h in W × U and each of these 
points is a solution of the optimization problem (P1). 
PROOF. The sequence (U~h)keK - is a minimizing sequence for functional J. 
hE( /  
Indeed, according to (3.4) for u ° there exists a sequence (Vk)keK such that vk ~ u ° strongly 
k--,0 
in U, vk E U~, Vk E K, and Yhk h,-~O yO strongly in L2(Q) where Yhk = ya(va) is a solution 
of (3.3) for u = v~. Then, because 
j /  0 U 0 \ inf J(y,u) = J (yO, u o) < (Yhk, kh) < J (Yak,vk) 
uEU --  - -  
and J is continuous on L2(Q) x U, we have 
lim J (yO, uOh) __ j (yO, u o) 
k,h-~O 
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where Y~k = Yh(u°) is a solution of (3.3) for u = u~. Function (2.1) is radially unbounded, 
then the sequence (U°n)~eK is bounded in U .  It follows that there exists a subsequence which 
we also denote by (u0h)~ such that uOnk,h-~O-~ ~ weakly in U. Then Lemma 3.1 implies that 
Y°k h,k-'-~o ~ weakly in W and y°k h,-~0 ~ strongly in L2(Q), where (~, fi) is the solution of 
equation (1.1). The function J is weakly lower semicontinuous onto L2(Q) x U. Then, we have 
infueu ~(u) = limk,h-.O ~(U0h) = lim inf~,h-~0 J(y° k, U~h) _> J(~, fi). This implies that (~, fi) is 
one of the solutions of the optimization problem (P1), since fi -- u °, ~ = yO. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 be satisfied and 
o (yo  _ Ydh, Yh~ - Yh~)L.(Q~ + 7-~ (C~°~,C~ (~'~ - ~))L . (Q)°  
(c~h,c~ (~k o "~" 7-2 0 -- ~t2kh) ) L2(~) (3.6) 
+ 7-~(c~°~h, c3 (~ o -- UZkh) ) L2(f~ ) ~ O, V Uk • U k. 
Moreover, we assume that there exist constants 7~ > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 such that IICiuill >_ 7~lluill. 
Then there exist strong condensation points of the set of solutions of problems (P1) h in L2 ( Q ) x U 
and each of these points is a solution of the optimization problem (P1). 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 it follows that there exists a subsequence (UOh)k6g 
hEG 
convergent to u ° weakly in U and the appropriate sequence (y~k)heKG where y° k ---- yk(u0h) 
converges to yO weakly in W and strongly in L2(Q). According to (3.4) for u ° there exists a 
sequence (v}0)keK such that vkok_~u° strongly in U and vko E Uk, Vk E K. From (3.6) for 
uk = vk0 and Yhk : YhkO = yh(Vko) we obtain 
o _< 7-~ l{u°,~,, - ~,~oll ~ + 7-~ ll~°k,, - v~koll ~ + 7-~ {l~°~,, - ~kol{ ~ 
< 7-1 (e l  (U?k h -- ?)lk0), C, (~lOkh -- Vlk0)) n t- 7"2 (02 (UOkh -- V2k0), 02 (~IOkh -- V2k0)) 
+ 7-. (c. ( .o  _ v.~o), c .  ( .o  _ ~.~o)) 
< (~o _ ~d~,y~o - ~o)  _ 7-~ (c, , ,~o,  c ,  ( .o  _ ~,~o)) - 7-. (c . , .~o,  c .  ( .o  _ ,~o) )  
- 7-3 (C3v3k°' C3 (U°kh - V3k°)  ( (Y°'Y°) - liminf llY°kll°) < 
---+ u ° strongly This shows that {{uOh --vk0[{U k,h~0  and the triangle inequality gives that U°h k,h-~0 
in U. 1 
As an approximation of control problem (P2), we shall study the following optimization problem 
(P2)h: find a control U0h E Uadk = Uad AUk which minimizes the cost functional (3.5) when 
Yhk = yh(Uk) is the solution of the equation (3.3) for the control u = uk E Uadk. 
THEOREM 3.4. Under the assumptions from Theorem 2.1 and provided that Uadk ~ @ the 
optimal control problem (P2)h has at least one solution uOh E Uad}. 
PROOF. Because Uad k i8 closed, convex and nonempty subset of U, the theorem can be proved 
in the same way as Theorem 2.1. 1 
Similarly to Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we can prove two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let the assumptions (i)-(v) be satisfied. If f(Uad) is nonempty, then there exist 
weak condensation points of a set of solutions of the optimization problem (P2)h in W x U~4 
and each of these points is a solution of the optimization problem (P~). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 be satisfied and 
o (~-~'~,~ ~)L.(o~ +7-' ( C'~°~'c'  (~'~ o 
(3.7) (c~,c~ (~ o +7-~ o -~))L~(~)+7-~ (C~°~,C~ ( --~°~))L~(~)-->O, Vu~e U~. 
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Moreover, we assume that there exist constants 7~ > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 such that IIUiu~n >_ 7i[luiH. If 
f (Uad ) is nonempty then there exist strong condensation points of problem (P2 )h in Uad x L2(Q) 
and each of these points is a solution of the optimization problem (Pz). 
REMARK 1. The assumption f(U~d) ~ 0 implies immediately that UkeK Uk N Uad = Uad. 
From this for u ° E Uad there exists a sequence (vk)kelf such that vk k_~ u ° strongly in U and 
Vk E Uadk, V k E K. 
REMARK 2. Pairs 0 0 (Yhk, Ukh) are optimal but in nonconvex problems they do not have to satisfy 
inequalities (3.6) or (3.7) which are necessaxy conditions only for convex problems. 
EXAMPLE 1. We introduce the operator A : Y --, L2(Q) c Y* 
~ 02y 
Ay = - ~x~ + y 
i=l 
and f : Y ---, L2(Q) c Y*, the Volterra operator such that 
f (y)  = p.  ¢(llyllH), 
where p is the given function from L2(Q), 
IIP(',OIIH <- for a.a. t e S 
and ¢ is the given function from R+ to R. We suppose that l¢(~1)-¢(~2)[ -</~2[~1 -~21, at/32 < 1, 
and ¢(0) = 0. The optimization problem can be formulated as follows: find a control u ° E L2(~) 
which minimizes the functional 
2 
J(y, u) = Ilyll~<Q)+ IlullL~<~), 
where y is the solution of the equation 
Oy 02Y + Y -- P¢(IlYI[H) = gl, in Q, 
Ot i=i 
ay 
y(0) = g3, in f~, 
and gl E L2(Q), : g3 e L2(f~) are given functions. The operator A and f satisfy all the assump- 
tions of Theorem 1.1. 
Using the notation from Section 3, we transfer this problem to the problem of control for the 
system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
dyh(t) \ 
~ ,  Zh / + a(yh(t), Zh) -- ¢(nYh(t) llH)(p(t), Zh)H = (gl(t), Zh)n + (uk(t), Zh]r)L2(r), 
yh(o) = g3h 
with a cost functional 
2 J(Yhk, uk) = IlYhk]l~(Q)+ IlukllL~(z), 
where, from Lax-Milgram Lemma 
a(yh, zh) = Oz~ Oz~ 
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EXAMPLE 2. We introduce, like previously in Example 1, the operator A : Y * Y* and the 
Volterra operator f : Y ---) Y*. The optimization problem can be formulated as follows: find a 
control u” E L2(fl) which minimizes the functional 
J(Y7 u> = llYll&?) + Il4&*)9 
where y is the solution of the equation 
8Y * a2y 
z - c G + Y - PC(llYllH) = 91, in Q, 
I=1 t 
8Y 
a7)A =g2r on C, 
Y(O) = u, in R, 
and g1 E L2 (Q), g2 E L2(C) are the given functions. Using the notation from Section 3, we 
transfer this problem to the problem of control for the system of nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations 
(Y,&) + +h(%%) - C(llYh(t)llH>(p(t),~h)H = (dth)H + (92(bh>P(r:~, 
Yh(O) = Uh 
with a cost functional 
J(Yh>%) = lkh&Q) + llUh&(,), 
where a(yh, oh) is the same as in Example 1. We put here k = h and Vk: = Vh, therefore, ?& E vh 
(in particularly the approximation of V is simultaneously the approximation of L2(S2) with the 
same properties). 
The example of the distributed control was discussed in our previous work [14]. 
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